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Springer Tails
Mid-Atlantic English Springer Spaniel Rescue is a volunteer-based 501(c)3 animal welfare organization
dedicated to rescuing and re-homing English Springer Spaniels through
rescue, rehabilitation, training, humane education, and community outreach.

Our Volunteer Coordinators

M

DEB SELL-PUGH

AESSR’s Volunteer Coordinators Team receives new volunteer applications from the website and referrals from
team leaders. Members of the Volunteer Coordinators
Team review the application and then contact the individual
and send the applicant a welcome package with additional information. All MAESSR volunteers must have a transport release
on file. We follow up on any new applicants whose paperwork
has not been received. Once the release is returned, the team
conducts a new volunteer interview, and refers the new applicant information to the appropriate team coordinator. The new
applicant is also added to MAESSR Yahoo email groups.
We coordinate home checks for new foster homes, notify applicants wanting to serve as foster families, and refer new pre- and
post-adoption interviewers to the Interviewer Trainers.
We recruit new volunteers, make announcements for volunteer vacancies, submit articles for Springer Tails newsletter,
and provide reports to the Board of Directors, updating them
about volunteer position changes and projects. We also provide
quarterly information on new volunteers and maintain position
descriptions and procedures for all MAESSR positions.
The Volunteer Coordinators Team also maintains the MAESSR
Contacts list and Transportation Contacts list for all volunteers,
uploading any updates on a monthly basis.

to prevent Springers from ending up in shelters or in the hands
of people seeking dogs for illicit purposes through Craig’s List
or other social media. Once the Owner Relinquishment Team is
notified of a dog requiring MAESSR’s assistance, the case is assigned to a team member who immediately contacts the owner.
The interview process is designed to gather information on
the dog’s health, temperament, likes, and dislikes. This helps
MAESSR find the dog the most appropriate foster home and,
consequently, its new home. Vet records, a photo, and the Owner Release form are obtained so that the team member’s writeup can go out to the Foster Home Team to request placement.
The OR Team also notifies the Transport Team to coordinate
moving the dog to its foster home. The OR Team will make referrals to MAESSR’s Training Team whenever they identify owners
who don’t really want to give up their dog but are dealing with
behavioral issues that make it difficult to keep the dog. The
amount of time devoted to this teamwork varies, depending on
the number of dogs being relinquished in a month. If you are
already volunteering for MAESSR and would like to join the OR
Team, you can get in touch with Angie at relinquish@maessr.
org, or if you would like to start volunteering there is a Volunteer Application at maessr.org.

The Training Team currently consists of Coordinator Kristin Keaser (administrative duties), Co-Coordinator Maxine Fox (training library materials, articles), and Alice Fisher. They take turns
dealing with the incoming calls from adopters, foster parents,
Bryson Thomas • Bernardsville, N.J.
and sometimes non-MAESSR dog owners on the verge of surrendering their dogs to MAESSR. The issues that most commonly
Jennifer Jenkins • Brevard, N.C.
arise range from house soiling to separation anxiety (which they
Scott Johnson • Rockville, Md.
see a lot) to aggressive behaviors. The Training Team employs
Mary McGreevy • Lawrence, N.J.
a group training approach. When Kristin receives a call or an
email via training@maessr.org or from one of the post-adoption
Michelle Koch • Reading, Pa.
interviewers, she assigns the case to Training Team members
Keith and Kathryn • Shoff, Red Lion, Pa.
on a rotating basis. This way the team’s workload is distributed
evenly and nobody is overwhelmed on account of volunteering
Rachel Latanich • Parkville, Md.
and working in other capacities. After a Training Team member
Kimberley Slye • Reston, Va.
makes initial contact with the person requesting assistance, a
Mark Ward • Ft. Washington, Md.
synopsis of the call is written up and distributed to the team.
There is no “I” in Team! MAESSR functions through all its teams. As a result, everyone is aware of every case and if the situation
is complicated, everyone can make suggestions and offer ideas
The Owner Relinquishment Team (OR)is coordinated by Angie
continued on page 2
Epling with Sue Adamovitz as co-coordinator. This team tries

New Volunteers (April, May, June):

www.maessr.org
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Who’s That Volunteer? Blaise Pugh and Deb Sell-Pugh

W

NANCY HALE

hat do Jackson, DJ,
Bubba, and Brody
have in common?
Those lucky fur kids share a
wonderful mom and dad—Deb
Sell-Pugh and Blaise Pugh!

works all day and he’s so quiet that she sometimes forgets he is
there. Brody acts silly sometimes and is always ready to for play
or to snuggle. In addition to their large four-legged family, the
Sell-Pughs also provide extended care for their grandpup Lily,
an 18-month-old Lab/Ridgeback mix. She’s an official Springerwannabe to the core.

Deb and Blaise adopted
Jackson in 2010 and, in 2014,
they started volunteering for
MAESSR by doing transports.
They adopted DJ, a special
needs pup, and became friends
with his foster mom, Candi
Lynn, a good recruiter if there
ever was one! She encourBLAISE AND DEB
aged the couple to foster. As
Deb puts it, “Fostering saves so many lives and without it we
wouldn’t have our fur kids. We just wanted to give another family the same joy we have received from our dogs. Foster parents
make that possible.”

This supportive MAESSR family has two 14-year-old daughters
and one who is 27 and a lighting engineer at the Kennedy
Center, Warner Theater, and concert arenas in and around DC.
Her work was seen in the HBO presentation “Concert for Valor,”
which was held on the National Mall. The Sell-Pughs live in
Virginia, where it’s easy to find dog-friendly places, including
some of the vineyards near their home. As they are near the
Chesapeake Bay, their pups can swim, run, and play.

Currently the Sell-Pughs are members of the Senior and Special
Needs Team and they are a foster family (Brody is a permanent
foster). Deb also is MAESSR’s new Volunteer Management Team
Coordinator. Deb and Blaise also are regular contributors to
MAESSR’s Facebook page and website.

Our Volunteer Coordinators

In the real world—no, wait, Springers are the “real world”—Deb
works in IT as an Infrastructure Engineer, running a website
hosting facility. She also coaches her youngest daughter’s basketball team and serves on the board of their homeowners’ association. Blaise, who is retired and volunteers at their church,
is the pups’ and the children’s primary caregiver. All the SellPughs’ pups are affectionately known as “Blaise’s boys.” They all
adore him, and he them. They follow him around the house and
yard in a line as if he’s a train conductor. They sleep with him,
do yard work with him, go to the dump with him—everywhere!
Every good parent brags about their kids (and grandkids). Deb
tells us that Jackson is Blaise’s bud. Shortly after they adopted
him, Blaise was diagnosed with cancer. Jackson, a loyal and
loving guy who’s also big and goofy, was by his side through all
the treatments and definitely is a Daddy’s boy. Bubba, on the
other hand, is mischievous. He even sends silly email messages
about his love for MAESSR picnics—keep an eye out for them!
Although he’s 12 now, he keeps the family busy with his antics.
He’s also a pro trash diver and silly boy, who loves his Dad. DJ
is a thoroughly loveable guy. Deb calls him “my lil’ man.” He’s
a Springer mix and is much smaller than the others. He is a
loyal and loving dog, who protects his mom from blowing winds,
falling leaves, baby strollers, and cars driving by, if Blaise is out
running errands. Commander DJ proudly guards the yard from
his perch on a stump. When his troops line up in front of him,
he resembles a general—think Patton or MacArthur. He adores
his dad! If there was ever a Momma’s boy, it’s Brody, who always
needs to be close to his mom. He’ll lie in her office while she

What do you think? In our next lives, can we come back and be
dogs in their home? Thank you so much to Deb and Blaise for
the love, time, and care they give to MAESSR dogs and for their
wonderful support of our organization’s important work.

continued from the front page
and resources. This collaborative approach provides a dog owner
with useful advice on behavioral issues such as separation
anxiety, aggression, reactivity, fear, housetraining, and so on.
After the initial contact, many cases require a follow-up phone
call. Sometimes, the team recommends that the owner locate
a positive reinforcement-based trainer to hire. Unfortunately,
sometimes the match between dog and owner simply isn’t working out because the owner cannot invest the time, effort, and/
or money into the training, exercise, or modifications the dog
needs. In such instances, the dog must be returned to MAESSR.
Happily, that’s an infrequent occurrence.
The Training Team is currently seeking a new member to help
with the workload, which varies from month to month. The calls
seem to come in spurts—nothing for weeks, and then three or
four at once. No special certifications or training are required—
just the willingness to help dogs and their owners work toward
positive changes. Please contact training@maessr.org if you are
interested in helping. Debbie Lipcsey has suggested that the
Training Team provide an informative write-up for what seem to
be the most commonly occurring problems. Please submit your
suggestions to training@maessr.org and the Training Team will
try to address them.
MAESSR’s Interviewing Team applications constantly fly in via
MAESSR’s website and keep members of the Interviewing Team
busy. The folks on MAESSR’s Interviewing Team are usually the
first people to meet prospective adopters, who provide our dogs’
new homes.

www.maessr.org
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Becoming a Certified Therapy Dog
LINDA PLATE

A

Therapy Dog—not to be confused with a Service Dog—is
a dog that has undergone training to provide affection
and comfort to individuals of all ages and all walks of
life, and extends to their families, friends, caregivers, and others that possibly interact with them.
There are a few agencies that offer Therapy Dog training/testing/certification. One such organization, and the one I have
chosen to certify one of my dogs, is Therapy Dogs International
(also known as TDI). TDI is a national organization and for
many years has been regarded as one of the leaders in Therapy
Dog certification. Founded 40 years ago, TDI has certified nearly
25,000 Therapy Dogs and their handlers in the United States
and Canada.
Over the years, I have learned that every dog is not suitable for
this type of work. The dog must have a temperament that not
only loves to receive attention and affection, but also enjoys
giving it to others. The dog must also have a gentle nature
when interacting with individuals that seek out this type of
interaction.
It actually took me several years to find the “right” dog for this
type of work. Even though it is something that I have wanted
to do for more than a decade, for one reason or another, only a
couple of my dogs fit the description of one that would make a
great Therapy Dog. In 2011 I began training my rescued Springer, Riddle, himself an amputee, to become a Therapy Dog. Sadly,
he was stricken with a very aggressive form of cancer and left
my side before completing his certification.
Not until 2015 was I blessed with another dog that I felt might
be great at providing comfort to others as a Therapy Dog. That
dog is Buddy, a rescued Lab, who, oddly enough, did not have a
very good start in life. Buddy came to a local rescue in Rochester, New York by way of a shelter in Kentucky, where he reportedly had been turned in. He had no name, was malnourished,
had an extremely high anxiety level, and had had no training
whatsoever. Yet, in spite of what might seem an enormous challenge, there was a gentleness that Buddy exuded that led me to
believe that he just might have “the right stuff” to be my other
half as a Therapy Dog “team.”
Buddy and I began our work last year with an eight-week basic
obedience course. That was followed by an advanced obedience course (recognized by the AKC) that could certify him as a
“Canine Good Citizen.” This certification was only the beginning
of our formation as a team, and my desire to continue further
into therapy work with Buddy. While we still had a long way to
go, mainly on account of Buddy’s extreme anxiety, my husband,

Saving one dog will not change the
world, but surely for that one dog, the
world will change forever.

Gary, and I hired Riddle’s previous trainer, Gail Furst of K-9
Healers, to work one-on-one with us to help Buddy overcome
what frightened him, while bonding with him more deeply and
earning his trust. Gail saw something in Buddy, as did we, that
was extra special, and she believed that therapy work might
be perfect for him. At her recommendation, I enrolled Buddy
in another eight-week course with several other dogs. It was
specifically geared at Therapy Dog certification and culminated
in the administering of the TDI test by one of that organization’s certified testers. Although Gail is also certified to perform
the test for TDI, she did not want bias to play a role in the test
results. Therefore, she had Buddy and the rest of his classmates
test before another professional trainer.
All of our hard work paid off, and Buddy passed his TDI test
with flying colors! We were all so proud of this special boy. As
part of his training, Buddy had the opportunity to work with
adults with intellectual and other developmental disabilities.
Here is where Buddy really shone and showed us that he had
what it takes to do therapy work. At one point in our training,
Buddy actually left my side to warm up to a young woman who
had cerebral palsy. This woman could not walk and was bound
to a wheelchair. She adored Buddy though, and he must have
known it, too. We led 80-pound Buddy to a chair, which we
placed next to this woman’s wheelchair, and he proceeded to
gently climb up on to it, where he sat beside her, allowing her
to gently stroke him with a finger. He then leaned in to her and
sweetly kissed her cheek. This moment brought me to tears, and
it was right then that I knew I had finally found my Therapy
Dog.
For a few years, I have wanted to do hospice work, and since
our certification with TDI, it was clear to me that this was the
work that Buddy and I were meant to do together. We are currently undergoing extensive training through the University
of Rochester’s Hospice program, and, by the time this article is
published, hopefully we will have achieved our certification in
the program, which will allow us to work with hospice patients
and their families. The hospice team personnel have already
fallen in love with Buddy’s gentle soul, and we cannot wait to
bring joy to others during this difficult stage in life. After all,
isn’t that what therapy work is all about? Bringing a sense of
love, joy, and peace to people of all ages, no matter what their
circumstances? We can’t wait to begin!
In future issues, you can read more about therapy work from
two certified Therapy Springers, Bogey and Stella, members of a
Therapy Dog team with their devoted mom, M-L Wolff. All who
are already changing lives and bringing so much joy to many!

Raising a dog is like a rainbow … puppies are the joy at one end; old dogs are
the treasure at the other.
www.maessr.org
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Shhhh … Quiet in the MAESSR Library!
LINDA SHOPE

H

ow many of you know much about the library, such as
how it started and when, where the books come from,
etc? How many of you have used the library? Well, let me
tell you a little about this wonderful resource …

just mailing out library items. Cathy updates two databases, as
well as the website … all things that April did and transferred
to Cathy. When items are donated, Cathy enters them into the
two databases and does a brief synopsis of the book or DVD on
the training library webpage so that folks can get an idea of
In 2009, Debbie Lipcsey, April Smith, and a few others went to
what it is about. Cathy has been creating labels to put in/on
a conference and purchased some books. After they returned
the various materials stating who they have been donated by, as
home from the conference, they wondered what to do with the
books, DVDs, and pamphlets they had all purchased. Debbie sug- well as listing that on the website. She also has created return
gested starting a library for MAESSR, so April Smith took on the labels which she includes with the items mailed out to make
challenge of setting up a new library with those 15 books, DVDs, them easy to return. Library items are still loaned out for three
weeks and can be ordered through the MAESSR Marketplace or
and pamphlets. And thus the MAESSR library was born!
by sending an email with your name, address, and material you
April was librarian from March 2009 through September 2016,
wish to borrow to library@maessr.org. You do need to pay for
mailing out the requested items and trying to track down those return postage, as was the case when April managed the library.
that weren’t returned in a timely manner. As MAESSR folks
Cathy’s favorite part of managing the library is having the matedonated items to the library, it grew through the years, from
rials available to read whenever she would like; the challenging
15 at its inception to more than 200 now. At first, it was a list
part has been getting organized for the takeover and getting
of books with a brief description on the MAESSR webpage, and
people to return books. Her goals are to create a wish list from
folks would email April to request to borrow those items. My
the training team (in process) of what books/DVDs they feel
husband and I used the library in fall 2012 before we adopted
would be helpful and putting it on Amazon for folks to buy
our MAESSR Molly Marie to get tips on how to introduce Molly
and donate. It will be set up so that when someone purchases a
to our Daisy Beagle. It was a very easy introduction and friendbook from Amazon for the library, it will be shipped directly to
ship between the two. We used those same tips after we lost
Molly to cancer and adopted Tip; however, that introduction and Cathy, thus avoiding double shipping charges (to your home and
then from your home to Cathy). Items from the MAESSR library
friendship was a little more challenging and took longer, as he
will now be available to anyone, not just MAESSR folks. This is a
was not used to living with another dog.
new change and hopefully will be of help to more folks, as well
A few years ago, the MAESSR library got its own page on the
as getting the MAESSR name out further. The only caveat is that
website and books could be checked out either through the
items cannot be mailed internationally.
MAESSR Marketplace or through email. The library page can be
found under the “Training” category and then the page is called So, how do all those books become part of the library? As I
mentioned earlier, folks donate them! Did you know that we
“Training Library.” April’s favorite part of managing the library
have MAESSR folks who donate books and DVDs yearly to the
was having the books and DVDs at her fingertips whenever she
library? What a great idea! Some folks look for books on sale
needed to use them, and the hardest part recently was keeping
at stores, ebay, Amazon, etc. and buy them to donate and help
up with what was out on loan and getting the items returned,
since the library had grown so. April enjoyed all the thank yous expand the library. And, if you have “gently used” books/DVDs/
pamphlets at home that you are no longer using for your dogs,
she received when items were returned, but especially appreciplease consider donating them to the MAESSR library.
ated the feedback from folks who told her how the books and
DVDs helped them. She also really enjoyed researching the vari- I would like to close by giving a big thanks to Debbie Lipcsey
ous materials to help folks who asked her for recommendations
for her suggestion of creating a library back in 2009, to April
for certain issues or problems and finding just the right library
Smith for setting it up and running it for seven years, to Cathy
items to mail out to them.
Moyer for taking it over in September 2016, and to all those
who have donated books, DVDs, and pamphlets to the MAESSR
In September, April took on other duties at MAESSR and Cathy
library throughout the years. It’s an awesome resource, and one
Moyer agreed to be caretaker of the MAESSR library, since she
I tell all potential adopters about when I do their screening
wanted to expand her own volunteer role within MAESSR. If
interviews. Thank you to all!
you didn’t know, the library is a little more complicated than

Sometimes you don’t need words to feel
better; you just need the nearness of
your dog.

The world would be a nicer place if everyone had the ability to love as unconditionally as a dog.

Natalie Lloyd, A Snicker of Magic

M.K. Clinton, Showstoppers
www.maessr.org
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There is a special gift for you on the other side of this letter. A gift that does not even need to be
unwrapped. As a MAESSR supporter, you will find the names of dogs MAESSR rescued this
year. Every name is one of the nearly 154 dogs MAESSR worked to rescue and rehome, each
with their own special story that you helped make possible.

Thank you for being part of the
MAESSR family.
So many of you have embraced rescue and many have brought
your new dog home for the holidays this year. Each dog
depended on MAESSR to save them just as MAESSR depends
you.
Your commitment to MAESSR is at
the heart of our ability to protect and shelter homeless springers in
need, including the 33 dogs safe in our Foster Care Program right
now. By giving this Holiday Season, you’ll help MAESSR grant a
homeless springer spaniel ultimate wish...a new leash on Life.
Whether in honor of a special adoption this year or in support of all
of MAESSRs’ rescue and compassionate efforts, please make the difference today with your
gift. Every gift to MAESSR means another dog will one day have a home for the Holidays.
Please visit WWW.MAESSR.ORG today for the quickest way to put your Holiday Giving to
work and make a difference right now with your Tax-Deductible Gift.
On behalf of MAESSR, I wish each of you a season filled with warm moments and
cherished memories. Thank you for all you do to make MAESSR shine!

Debbie Lipcsey, CEO MAESSR

*******************************************************************

□
□
□
□
□

Your gift of 15.00 will buy two microchips and pay the registration fees.
Your gift of 25.00 will buy heartworm and flea/tick preventative for Springer of one month.
Your gift of 50.00 will pay for a four-way heartworm, lymes, ehrlichia and anaplasmosis test
Your gift of 100.00 will pay for a basic exam and shots.
Your gift of 250.00 will pay for the neuter surgery for a male dog.

□ Visa □ Mastercard □ Amex
□ Check enclosed
□ I authorize a one-time gift of $_______________________
□ I authorize monthly gifts of $________________________
Card Number_____________________________________ Expiration Date____________________
Signature________________________________ Printed Name______________________________
Address___________________________________________________________________________
Email____________________________________Phone____________________________________
www.maessr.org
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*********************************************************************

Double Your Holiday Gift and Increase our Impact Through Your Employer’s
Matching Program Employer Matching Gifts could double or triple your support.
Please consider inquiring with your Human Resource Department and enclose their
gift form with your contribution.

www.maessr.org
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Thank you for donating!

“I expect to pass through this world but once; any good thing therefore that I can do, or any kindness that I can show
to any fellow creature, let me do it now; let me not defer or neglect it, for I shall not pass this way again.” — Etienne de Grellet
MAESSR would like to acknowledge the generous support of our donors. We are deeply grateful for the generosity of our MAESSR
family. Your donations are essential to ensuring the continuation of our mission to rescue and re-home English Springer Spaniels.

Monthly Subscription
Donations
Candace Clunan
Rolf Rykken
William and Melissa
Campbell
Lisa Dai Venker
Ilonka Dazevedo
Rebecca Zullo
Lisa Nuzzaci
Linda Johnston
Nancy Barrett
Loretta Stipa
Shawn Lisowski
Judith Bailes

General Donations
APRIL
Lynne Suhayda
Patricia Brady
Vivian Vail
George and Tellie Baltes
John and Frances Hrastar
Thomas Scanlan
Kent and Kathy Nixon
Andrea and Larry Austin
Millie Eben
Rachel Latanich
Christine Morlino
Ryan Hopson
Howard Stevens
Craig Moore
Bryson and Jeri Thomas
Randolph W. and Lois L.
Boyer
Patricia Brady
Barbara Moyer
MAY
Mary Couts
Richard Troy
Ashley Williams
Tracey Pressley
Helen S. Harrill

Kristyn Roe
Jo Ann and Brian Hepler
T.E. and M.A. Seitz
T.J. Davis
Nancy Barrett
F.J. and Mary Barnes
Cassandra and David
Hoover
JUNE
Heather Bruschwein
Barbara Breeden
Lorrie Bruckart
Karen Rebman
Mona Wu
Ellen Senft
Delynda Woods
Bill Rooney
Virginia Cannon
Deborah and Mark Clay
Charles and Frances Geer
Katherine and Edward
Stevens
Barbara and Buzz Bennett
Helen S. Harrill
JULY
Laura and Ken Knipmeyer
Richard and Barbara
Kahler
Jennifer Maloney
Vicky and Michael
Richards
Gabrielle S. Fronce
Keystone English Springer
Spaniel Rescue Club 1
Dennis Wool
Jackson and Jean Diehl
Erin and Clarance Stockley
Carol A. Hails
AUGUST
Pat and Bill Jaeger
Matt and Kelly Dansbury
Dennis and Jennifer
Danforth
Terry Johnston
Ken and Debbie Fugate
Mary Lanier Wolff
Pam Walker
Gregory Murray
Barron Webster
Debra Huebner

Lorrie Bruckart
Judy and Jim Peyton
Natalya Tverskaya
September Donations
George and Anna McCarty
Anne and Chris Groth
Margaret Hetrick
Ellen Ladenheim
Douglas S. Bergan
Randy and Lois Boyer
Sam Knutson
Mary Baker
Barbara Moyer
Megan Mauger
Karen Rebman
Nancy Hale
Barbara Zeszotarski
Barbara Ewing
Kathy Silliman
Megan Tarkany
Jeff Hughes
Cletus and Dorene
Benjamin
Terry Johnston
Sandvik Materials
Technology
Robert Norris and Nancy
Mertel
Ken and Sue Grossman
Steve Sikes-Nova
Suzanne Yaras

Donations in Memory
of
Julie and Eliot Feibush—
Hobbes
Megan Dickey—Baxter
Randolph W. Boye—
Sammy
Debbie and Bill Lipcsey—
Sasha
Debbie and Bill Lipcsey—
Star
Denise Briguglio—Bubba
Pat Alberta—Autumn
Vicki Phillips—Autumn
Vicki Phillips—Star
Emily Brown Lacroix—
Vinnie
Cheryle and Rick Larner—
Oreo

I feel sorry for people who don’t have
dogs. I hear they have to pick up food
they drop on the floor.

Carolyn Baranowski—
Tootsie
Claire Kaugars—Sasha
Cheryle and Rick Larner—
Autumn Aschman
Ruth Ann Ciallella—Susan
Kirk
ERM—Susan Kirk
Elizabeth Gibson—Ready
Knipmeyer
Richard L. Gatlin—Siobhan (aka Carolina 2006
six pack)
Pat Alberta—Debbie
Lipcsey’s mother
Joanne Monahan—Susan
Kirk
Joseph Neiman—Jared
Robert and Maureen
Berry—Zeke
Rita Bell and Colleen
Rebenski—Susan Kirk
Kenneth and Laura
Knipmeyer—Ready
Mark and Jane Mendlow—
Eric Mendlow
Joseph and Margretta
Sullivan—Richard Muth
Diane K. Townsend—
Richard Muth
Christina Manzo—Richard
Muth
Paul Shannon—Richard
Muth
Alison Pondo—Richard
Muth
Sharon Boyd—Casey Leigh
Boyd
Martha W. Aschman—our
beloved Elliott
Cheryle and Rick Larner—
Elliott Aschman

Andrea Austin—Pretty
Precious Perfect Princess
Molly
Debbie and Bill Lipcsey—
Oreo
Andrew Scagnelli—Carol
Scagnelli for Mothers Day
Barbra H. Breeden—
Archie, Rudy, and Molly
Robert Fritz, MD—Clara
Frederick and Nancy
Karf—Pippa 2
Robert and Drusilla
Cotti—Bella
Nancy Hale—Mac, loved
by Judy Hedges
Lucy Cook—Jackson
Liliane Schuster—Gloria
Steinmeyer
Paul Horenkamp—Jackson
Randolph and Lois Boyer
—Salish and Hudson
Matter
Forrest and Ceil Sheffy—
Sage’s 16th birthday
Andrea and Larry Austin—
Jed and Molly (multiple)
Dorothy and George
Baldt—Foster
Joyce and Raymond
Thomas—Debbie Lipcsey
Beth Watson—Willie
Christine Young—Louie 4
Barbra H. Breeden—The
Breeden Springers
Elizabeth Watson—Dover
Merritt and Carol Stone—
Jack and Max
Ronald Pelka—Nick and
Holly

Donations in Honor of
Richard W. Casey—
Stanley 3
Elizabeth Arnold—Lily
(Arnold)
Martha Aschman—Elliott
and Autumn

My sunshine does not come from the
skies … it comes from the love in a
grateful dog’s eyes.
www.maessr.org
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Search and Rescue Dogs: The Bravest of the Brave
MARTHA W. McCARTNEY

M

ost of us think of
our furry friends as
our best buddies and
beloved companion animals.
However, dogs that are physically fit, sociable and friendly,
agile, and trainable are capable
of so much more! For example,
search-and-rescue dogs, which
are highly skilled, face danger
regularly and save numerous
lives. One such search-andrescue organization is MidAtlantic D.O.G.S. (MA/D), a
group that provides invaluable
services to the public, 24 hours a day, seven days a week. On
average, MA/D volunteers and their dogs respond to around 50
requests for assistance each year. One of the numerous services
they provide is responding to emergencies that involve missing persons. MA/D volunteers furnish their own equipment and
vehicles and pay for all of their dogs’ expenses. Besides conducting searches, MA/D volunteers participate in training exercises
and as a community service, they demonstrate their dogs’ skills
to schools, service clubs, and other organizations. MA/D only
responds to requests for assistance from official agencies.

able to work in water that’s moving or in still bodies of water,
such as lakes or ponds. Water dogs also can work out of a boat
or from onshore, near the water.
Perhaps America’s best known and most beloved search-andrescue dog was Bretagne (pronounced “Brittany”), a Golden
Retriever who accompanied her handler to the site of the World
Trade Center in the wake of the 9-11 attack. Bretagne, who
began her official search-and-rescue training in Texas at age
1, received her search dog certification from the Federal Emergency Management Agency, and her visit to Ground Zero was
her first deployment. There, she and her handler were among
the 300 canine teams that sought out survivors and risked their
lives. Afterward, Bretagne and her handler worked in many
other disasters, including Hurricanes Katrina, Rita, and Ivan. In
2014 Bretagne was a finalist for the American Humane Association Hero Dog Award. When she died recently, her flag-draped
remains were honored by Texas Task Force 1 and the Cy-Fair Fire
Department to which she belonged. Rest in peace, brave and
beautiful Bretagne!

Some of MA/D’s operational members are trained in crime scene
preservation, wilderness navigation, survival, search-and-rescue
techniques, and first aid. Other MA/D volunteers work with
air-scenting search dogs that are trained to scan the air currents for the scent of a human being and then indicate it to
the handler. A search dog will alert on any human scent—alive
or dead—within a specific area. These highly trained dogs are
not restricted to the missing person’s track, and can search
effectively days or even weeks after the track has been obliterated. They also are capable of working in areas that have been
“contaminated” by previous search teams and can work day or
night in most kinds of weather, including rain and snow. Searchand-rescue dogs can be effective in rural or suburban areas
continued from page 2
and in all types of terrain, including the wilderness. The dogs
are especially effective where human sight is most limited and
Once an application is received, it is reviewed by one of the
they function effectively in the dark and in dense woods, heavy Application Coordinators who check vet references and rental
brush, trash, or debris.
approvals or personal references, if they’re needed. The application is then turned over to a trained interviewer who telephones
MA/D volunteers also handle trailing dogs whose mission is
the applicant and speaks with all of the adults in the family
to locate a specific person. A trailing dog usually picks up the
(while filling out a MAESSR questionnaire) to learn their backmissing person’s scent from an article of clothing. However,
these dogs can also use as a starting point an inanimate object, ground, the makeup of their family, and any health or physical issues. The interviewer also gathers information about the
such a car seat or an object the missing person has handled.
home environment (city, country, suburbs, house size, the yard
Trailing dogs are capable of following trails that are days old,
that’s available, and other household pets). The interviewer tries
although the sooner the search is started, the better. A scentto learn about a potential adopter’s knowledge of a Springer’s
discriminating dog can determine whether an item belonged to
needs and care, the adopter’s plans for their new family memthe missing person or someone else. MA/D’s water dogs are esber (what his daily life will include), and the type of dog they
pecially skillful, for they are capable of detecting human scent
even though it’s submerged under the surface of water. They are would like in their home.
continued on page 6

Our Volunteer Coordinators
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There’s No Place Like Home for the Holidays
LINDA PLATE, SENIORS & SPECIAL NEEDS TEAM AND
CANDI LYNN, CO-COORDINATOR SENIOR & SPECIAL NEEDS DOGS

A

s the old saying goes,
“There’s no place like
home.” That’s especially true for MAESSR‘s “HOME
FOR THE HOLIDAYS” campaign,
which began on October 1,
2016! To enhance our special
friends’ chances of finding
their forever home, and as
our special thanks to you, the
MARLEY 9
adoption fee is waived for any
Senior or Special Needs MAESSR dog adopted between now and
the end of the year.
MAESSR assists all homeless Springers in finding a loving home,
no matter whether they’re puppies, adults in the prime of life,
seniors, or dogs with special needs. Each of these sweet Springers deserves a home, the love of a devoted family, and proper
care. Unfortunately, sometimes prospective adopters overlook
the dogs that may have a little gray in their muzzles, or possibly have a disability of some sort—what we call a special need.
Sadly, many of these wonderful dogs, through no fault of their
own, find themselves in need of adoption and are left to rely
on the love and understanding of some very caring individuals
who commit to providing them a loving home and the care they
deserve and require.
While the needs of any senior dog may require a little more
effort on the part of his/her owner, adopters often report that
they are so much easier to care for than a younger dog. In most
instances, seniors are much more laid back and require a little
less maintenance than a young, active Springer. They usually
tend to be more relaxed and, in most cases, they have been
housetrained for a long time. They can be excellent companions
and thoroughly enjoy any time that their owners are willing
to spend with them. The little things that we tend to take for
granted, like the smell of leaves on a fall day, the sun’s soothing
warmth on our faces, a leisurely stroll, or even a ride in the car,
can provide much joy to an older pup. So can a wholesome meal
and a warm and soft bed.
Dogs with special needs really aren’t that different than their
unencumbered counterparts. What we may think of as a disability often does not affect a dog’s spirit at all! Unlike people,
dogs tend to adjust to whatever hardships might come their way
and they readily accommodate a disability. As adopters of many
senior and special needs Springers, including dogs that have severe disabilities such as blindness, hearing loss, epilepsy, amputation, and serious illnesses, we can attest to the fact that each
of these sweet dogs has touched our lives in a profound way.
Although we never know how long a senior or special needs dog
will be with us, each one, like any other dog, deserves a loving home and proper care. We have found that these dogs give
us unconditional love, and what seems like an abundance of

TIPPY 2

TRUVY 2

gratitude. Although it is always difficult to say goodbye, knowing that you have saved a life and provided TLC and happiness
to a dog that otherwise may have been sad, alone, and perhaps
neglected, will touch your heart in a very special way.
Please consider adopting one of MAESSR’s seniors or special
needs dogs. What you do to help one of these dogs almost certainly will be one of your most gratifying experiences!

Our Volunteer Coordinators
continued from page 5
The interviewer combines the information from the application
and the interview into a one-to-two-page summary, describing
the family and its preferences. Also included is a recommendation as to whether this would be a good placement for one of
our guys or girls. The total time involvement (interview and
summary writing) is usually around two hours. Interviewing is
fun!
Normally, an interviewer is asked to conduct an interview once
or maybe twice a month. But that number sometimes increases
as vacations and holidays do occur, and, for unknown reasons,
applications come in more heavily some months than others
(more than 40 applications were received in October!).
Interviewers are trained by one of the Application/Adoption Coordinators (Pat Alberta or Nancy Hale). In typical MAESSR fashion, the interviewing procedures are thoroughly described in a
Policy and Procedures statement which (along with an Interview
Questionnaire and Checklist and other informational/sample
material) is sent to potential interviewers before a telephone
coaching session is held with a coordinator. When interviewers feel they are ready to talk to an applicant, they are sent an
application. Any areas of uncertainty are highlighted, and the
coordinator stands ready to answer any last minute questions.

www.maessr.org
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Excerpt from the Charlie Chronicles, a Blog
MEG ROBINSON AND CHARLIE

W

e arrived at the Maryland Picnic and Eddie,
in typical Springer
fashion, immediately went to
work supervising the team of
volunteers, greeting each one
who arrived to help. Charlie,
of course, went right into the
pool. Shocking, I know!

giant personality! Charlie was
up to his usual shenanigans.
He was well behaved for most
of the day. He swam a lot,
took lots of jumping leaps into
the pool, ran around, greeted
dogs and people, and got lots
of love. However, when lunch
was served, Charlie kinda lost
his best behavior award. (Sorry
Charlie, but I have to tell our
friends what you did.)

Everything was ready to go
when the dogs and their
parents came strolling in. Next
thing I know, it was full. The
Chinese Auction grew to five
tables—such abundance!

When I walked into the tent
to check on something, I saw
Charlie chilling at someone’s
feet. I was joking around,
talking to him, and asked if he
had found another family to go
home with. Next thing I know,
I am being asked if he is mine.
My first thought was, “Oh, no,
what did he do now?”

Some dogs waded, some swam,
and others dove right into
the pool. Toys surrounded
the pool. People joined in the
swimming fun, too! Some dogs
even got the chance to learn
how to swim and to enjoy the
water.
The MAESSR Store had lots of
goodies for Springer lovers.
The Chinese auction had everything you could hope for—adult
beverages, tasty treats, crafty handmade items, jewelry, and of
course, dog toys!
With dog toys strewn everywhere and some dogs having the
same wonderful Chuck-It toys, a potential feud started—Black/
White vs. Liver/White. The Black/White dogs had staked out
their corner of the yard and when I threw one of Charlie’s orange Chuck-It bumpers, a black and white Springer swooped in
and took it. When I walked the yard, hoping to find it, I headed
towards the Black/White dog’s tent. The dog’s mom claimed that
her dog didn’t have the toy, but the dad noticed the thief relaxing in their wagon, and sure enough, there was Charlie’s toy. So
watch out Black/White dogs, the Liver/White dogs now know
what you’re up to!
Some of the dogs got to paint too! We had set up an area where
owners and their dogs could “paw paint.” There were some
talented four-legged artists in our group! Lunch was wonderful!
Hot dogs, burgers, summer salads, sub sandwiches, and more
than enough to feed the 50-plus attendees!
Eddie played the part of genial host for most all day! He ran
around the entire party, checking on each guest. He spent plenty of time with everyone and made a huge impression with his

Dogs never bite me. Just humans.
Marilyn Monroe

“He was on the table eating off of someone’s plate!” I
immediately envisioned this
as his having all four paws on
the table. Then, I realized that it probably was counter-surfing
style—two paws up and reaching for the plate. I was horrified,
but knew that because it was a group of dog people, they should
be savvy enough to handle that scenario. Debbie came to the
rescue. She grabbed a leash and got him away from the person
and the food before any medical attention was needed.
Charlie really enjoyed his dip in the hot tub! As did a few other
dogs, Summer continued her physical therapy in the hot tub.
But Charlie’s being in there was PRICELESS!
Around this time, the wind started picking up and the clouds
started to look a bit ominous. Debbie announced the winning
numbers in typical Debbie fashion, full of jokes and laughs.
When a younger girl won the Lladro porcelain of a girl holding
two Springer puppies, and then won three more times. Debbie
picked on her each time, but the girl held her own!
As the auction came to a close, there was distant thunder and
the sky was threatening with a slight spit of rain. Without any
requests for help, everyone jumped right in and cleaned up in
RECORD TIME! Afterward, the committee and the canine hosts—
Charlie, Eddie, Maggie, Sully, and Breeze—sat down and chatted
about the event. Overall, we decided it was a HUGE success, EPIC
even!

Pets are bundles of love wrapped in fur.
www.maessr.org
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Williamsburg Golf Tournament

BILL HODGES, BOBBI D’AZAVEDO, MARTIN BRIDGES, JEFF JONES

RICK LARNER, RICHARD PERKINS, DAVE O’DONNELL

MARTHA McCARTNEY AND LIZ WATSON

JOHN KEEGAN, JEFF PILLOW, JIM LAWRENCE, DZ

A dog doesn’t care if you’re rich or poor,
smart or dumb. Give him your heart …
and he’ll give you his.

A dog can express more with his tail in
minutes than an owner can express with
his tongue in hours.

Milo Gathema

Karen Davison
www.maessr.org

Mid-Atlantic English Springer Spaniel Rescue
P.O. Box 15354
Richmond, VA 23227
info@maessr.org
(301)362-0423

MAESSR President – president@maessr.org
Vice President – vicepresident@maessr.org
Adoptions Coordinator – adoptioncoordinator@maessr.org
Senior Dogs Coordinator – seniors@maessr.org
Fundraising Coordinator – fundraising@maessr.org
Newsletter Editor – newsletter@maessr.org
Dog Intake/Foster Home Coordinator – foster@maessr.org
Transport Coordinator – transport@maessr.org
Volunteer Coordinator – volunteers@maessr.org
Shelter Dog Coordinator – shelterdog@maessr.org
Owner Relinquishment Coordinator – relinquish@maessr.org

MAESSR VOLUNTEERS DEBBIE LIPCSEY (LEFT) AND STEVE AND
HELEN SCHOENE (RIGHT) WITH THEIR MAESSR DOG CHARLIE
COLLECT DONATIONS FOR WEST VIRGINIA FLOOD SURVIVORS.
NEW JERSEY EVENT VOLUNTEERS PAM NEALER AND
DENICE FREDERICKS KEEPING AN EYE ON CHARLIE, THE
DOCK-DIVING WONDER, AND HIS BROTHER, EDDIE.

PENNSYLVANIA EVENT VOLUNTEERS MARY
RAYMOND AND CANDI LYNN WORKING HARD!
www.maessr.org

